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Voyeur
Bug-eyed, like some watchful insect,
I make notes behind my screen.
What seems ‘discrepant’ I’ll inspect —
at some remove far more is seen.
Time has brought me the conclusion
Contact always leads to flight.
Best results come from seclusion:
propinquity’s an oversight.
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Handkerchief
A trusty keep-safe to entrap
all that which secret cavities anoint;
illuminated treasure map
of silver lakes and rugged points —
whole continents emerge, disjoint
to one galvanic thunderclap.
At pinch, a rustic tourniquet
which, knotted, pesters memory —
wipes cum and caramel away,
like life, a spotted tapestry.
We semaphore a quaint goodbye
to those left standing on the quay,
or wipe from optics smaller fry,
or pocket tears inexpertly.
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Dog Otter
He senses danger and is gone,
the water bulging in his wake.
You needn’t ever count upon
this sight again, and so should take
the memory and then move on...
You’ll never know what rendezvous he’ll break
with liquid arabesques — nor how he’ll trawl
fresh eddies, find new shoals to dredge.
His underwater playgrounds call
within him, like a lover’s pledge.
He’ll wear the river like a shawl
in slicked-back freedom, near the water’s edge.
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Kevin Saving was born and still lives in the Home Counties market

town of Winslow. He has worked in the caring professions all his adult
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“

Kevin Saving’s best lines have the authority of
proverbs (but are more musical!)
Alison Brackenbury
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